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ABSTRACT: Good morning, and thank you for being here. Today I’ll be talking about a collaborative curriculum design project that I’ve been working on for the past year with the other wonderful people noted on the bottom of this slide. Who in this audience manages a small collection?Keep your hand raised if that small collection is in a university setting.Great, so we came at this project from a similar place as all of you who just raised your hands.



PRODUCT. Students contribute real scientific data to three outlets
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PRODUCT. I’m going to start this talk a little backwards by showing you the end product of our project. We designed a systematic botany curriculum that was integrated into four courses over the past two semesters, and the result of the students in those courses is real scientific data contributed to three distinct outlets with no analog backlog for collection managers to deal with. First, students created observations on iNaturalist, a citizen science platform. Their validated iNaturalist observations were automatically pushed to GBIF, and these observations also provided the digital specimen metadata to be imported into the herbarium’s database on Symbiota. 



CONTEXT. Managing an herbarium in the digital age takes extra time
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CONTEXT. Now let’s jump back for a minute. The context for this is that Ashley, Travis, Anna, Brad and I were sitting around at last year’s Botany conference commiserating about how much time it takes to manage an herbarium collection in the digital age, especially when you are the only person tasked with doing that. Not only are we trying to physically organize specimens in a world of changing taxonomy, but then we’re also supposed to database them and image them and get them online and georeference them. Digitizing herbaria specimens produces undeniably useful results, but dealing with analog data is time-consuming and often not the best use of time for small collection managers, who wear may many hats. 



CONTEXT. Managing student contributions to said herbarium takes even more time
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CONTEXT. Continuing this commiseration, if you are managing a small herbaria in a university setting, your time required as a collection manager is even greater. Various botany courses (that you probably teach) may require students to make their own collections, but at the end of the semester the student specimens are often not incorporated in the herbaria due to the extra time it takes to weed through and discard poorly collected ones.



CONCEPT. Streamline by creating digitally native data for new specimens
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CONCEPT. Our concept for streamlining this process was to eliminate that time-sucking legacy of analog data by having students create digitally native data for their specimen collections. As you can see here, the basic process we came up with for students was to go from field collecting, to identifying to uploading their observations on iNaturalist. From iNaturalist, the instructor can download all of the specimen data as a CSV file and print labels via mail merge, as well as import the data into Symbiota or whatever other database the herbarium uses. At a data quality level, adding iNaturalist is great because it allows us to required students to record specimen metadata in Darwin Core compliant fields that we set up for this project.



CONTEXT. “Vision and Change in Undergraduate Biology Education”

Ensure that undergraduate biology courses are active, 
outcome oriented, inquiry driven, and relevant.
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CONTEXT. In addition to wanting to streamline the collection and accession process, we saw an opportunity to improve the learning experience of students creating these collections. Vision and Change is a 2009 guiding document from AAAS with recommendations for improving undergraduate biology education. It’s pretty lengthy, but we summed it up here for you in one sentence: We need to ensure that undergrad bio courses are active, outcome oriented, inquiry driven, and relevant. Courses with a field component, like many systematics classes, already tend to be active, and creating an herbarium collection is already outcome oriented. What my collaborators and I wanted to add to this was relevance to students’ lives. Because, let’s face it, not everyone who takes dendrology will grow up to be a botanist. 



Students completing this assignment will be able to:

1. Maintain a professional specimen collection notebook.

2. Collect plant specimens from the field using proper techniques and including 
adequate material for identification.

3. Identify unknown plant specimens using multiple forms of reliable evidence.

4. Prepare and deposit research quality herbarium specimens.

5. Explain the importance of herbaria in plant biology research.

6. Deposit species and occurrence data into national/international databases.

7. Discuss the value of large data sets for investigating large spatial- or temporal-
scale phenomena. (invasive species, rare species, climate change, etc.)

8. Evaluate the importance of citizen scientists to large data sets.

CONCEPT. Add objectives to curriculum inspired by Vision & Change
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OUTCOME. In light of this, we added a few Vision and Change inspired learning objectives to our curriculum, highlighted here as numbers 6-8. Through their use of iNaturalist, students are exposed to citizen science initiatives and international biodiversity databases, such as GBIF. This is an entry point for discussing information literacy and preparing our students to be 21st century scientists. Even for students who don’t end up becoming botanists, the skills associated with this assignment are extremely relevant for assessing data quality and internet resources.



PRODUCT. Students contribute real scientific data to three outlets
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PRODUCT. I already showed you this product. And these data points make us feel really warm and fuzzy on a personal level. But we were interested in making this curriculum more than course-specific successes.



PRODUCT. Course curriculum, hosted on custom website
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PRODUCT. To that extent, we created a website, www.CollectionsEducation.org, to manage course content and provide a resource both for our students to reference and for other instructors to access. On the public face of the website, it’s a one-stop shop for students to get an overview of the course, access specific assignment documents, and review how-to guides for creating specimens and for using iNaturalist.



PRODUCT. Instructor resources section of the website (login required)
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documents
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research documents
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PRODUCT. On the instructor side of the website, which is not public, we gathered together editable version of all our documentation, as well as other resources that we wanted to share with each other. One thing I want to make clear is that we’re not trying to reinvent the wheel here. Lots of great resources already exist for involving students in collections. What we did try to set up is a framework for continued development and participation of our project in the context of larger initiatives. 



PRODUCT. Qualitative data to support research on curriculum efficacy

Pre/Post Opinion Survey (Likert scale) and Knowledge 
Assessment (free form) with the research goals of:

– Quantitative comparison of Likert survey values
– De-identification, coding, and analysis of free-form 

responses

Not at all important (1) Somewhat important (2) Important (3) Very Important (4) Necessary (5)

Not at all Prepared (1) Somewhat Prepared (2) Well Prepared (3) Very Well Prepared (4) Totally Prepared (5)
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OUTCOMES. So, product #1 was data out, specimens in. Product #2 was the website. Product #3 is the pre- and post-course surveys we designed with the help of Deb, a science education researcher at CMU, to measure the efficacy of our curriculum design. The surveys include a free-form knowledge assessment, with questions such as, “You are designing a study to investigate the possible temporal change in the spatial distribution of a species, possibly due to climate change. For this study, what are the advantages of having hundreds of data points (exact latitude and longitude for each point) for a widely distributed species in the United States compared to a map only indicating its range at the county level?” They also include an opinion survey that uses Likert scales like the ones you see here. 



OUTCOME. Herbarium staff workload for menial tasks is reduced
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OUTCOME. Aside from these tangible products, we also saw some less tangible, but no less exciting outcomes. First, herbarium staff workload for menial tasks was reduced. Creating digitally native data through the iNaturalist observations and sharing resources amongst instructors meant that there was just a little more time for the fun part of botany—the part where you actually get to be outside.



OUTCOME. Students enjoy the course experience

“Experienced the need for 
citizen scientists, and how my 
contribution will benefit others 
and myself for years to come”

“The project is really 
good for getting 

students interested in 
biological collecting 

and identifying 
things”

“Creating a collection 
inspired me to learn 
more about the plant 

diversity”

“Although not 
my best 

subject, by 
far my most 

favorite class”

“Great learning 
experience!”
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OUTCOMES. Another outcome was that students generally seemed to enjoy the course. So far 57 students at three universities in four courses have gone through this curriculum, and they overwhelmingly reported that the course was “fun.” Not “very fun” or “totally fun,” but fun. 



OUTCOME. Students feel well-prepared leaving the course

How well has the specimen and data collection project prepared you to…

Maintain a professional 
specimen collection 
notebook?

very well 
(4.0)

Explain the importance of 
herbaria in plant biology 
research?

very well
(3.9)

Collect plant specimens 
from the field using proper 
techniques and including 
adequate material for 
identification?

very well 
(4.4)

Deposit species observations 
and occurrence data into 
national/ international 
databases?

very well
(4.2)

Identify unknown plant 
specimens using multiple 
forms of reliable evidence?

very well 
(4.3)

Discuss the value of large 
datasets for investigating 
large spatial- or temporal-
scale phenomena?

well
(3.2)

Make and deposit research-
quality herbarium 
specimens?

very well 
(4.2)

Evaluate the importance of 
citizen scientists' contributions 
to large data sets?

very well
(3.7)

Not at all Prepared (1) Somewhat Prepared (2) Well Prepared (3) Very Well Prepared (4) Totally Prepared (5)

Data from Fall 2014 student survey.
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OUTCOME.  Not only was the course fun, but students also felt that the course prepared them well or very well in every category we surveyed them on. 



OUTCOME. Students feel well-prepared leaving the course

How well has the specimen and data collection project prepared you to…

Maintain a professional 
specimen collection 
notebook?

very well 
(4.0)

Explain the importance of 
herbaria in plant biology 
research?

very well
(3.9)

Collect plant specimens 
from the field using proper 
techniques and including 
adequate material for 
identification?

very well 
(4.4)

Deposit species observations 
and occurrence data into 
national/ international 
databases?

very well
(4.2)

Identify unknown plant 
specimens using multiple 
forms of reliable evidence?

very well 
(4.3)

Discuss the value of large 
datasets for investigating 
large spatial- or temporal-
scale phenomena?

well
(3.2)

Make and deposit research-
quality herbarium 
specimens?

very well 
(4.2)

Evaluate the importance of 
citizen scientists' contributions 
to large data sets?

very well
(3.7)

Not at all Prepared (1) Somewhat Prepared (2) Well Prepared (3) Very Well Prepared (4) Totally Prepared (5)

Data from Fall 2014 student survey.
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OUTCOME. Of the categories surveyed, the ones I’m highlighting now are the three objectives that we feel are the result of our new curriculum design. 



Not at all important (1) Somewhat important (2) Important (3) Very Important (4) Necessary (5)

PRE

POST

OUTCOME. Students gain an appreciation for the value of citizen science

Data from Fall 2014 student survey.
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OUTCOME. Our pre and post surveys also informed us that through the course, students were gaining an appreciation for the value of citizen science. You can see here we asked them to rank the importance of various understandings, e.g. collections use, to various professional categories, e.g. biologists. 



OUTCOME. Students gain an appreciation for the value of citizen science

Not at all important (1) Somewhat important (2) Important (3) Very Important (4) Necessary (5)

PRE

POST

Data from Fall 2014 student survey.
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OUTCOME. Most of the pre and post survey values did not change Likert categories, although they did change average values slightly. However, in the question where we asked “How important is it to have a strong understanding of citizen science contributions?” students increased their valuation from very important to necessary for biologists, as well as all scientists, and from important to very important for all citizens.



OUTCOME. Students engage with each others’ collections
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OUTCOME. Finally, we noticed that the iNaturalist platform provides students with an opportunity to engage with each others observations. This is a screenshot of one student’s observation, and you can see that initially she identified the tree as one species, but thanks to some feedback from another student, she re-thought her identification and modified it. This is a really important part of science—bouncing ideas off of other scientists—and in a class with twenty students, it’s almost impossible for the instructor to facilitate such interactions. With iNaturalist, however, the students naturally get it, and while it may seem forced to some older generation botanists, these students grew up in an age of social media and online interactions, so it’s really meeting them on their own turf.



How well has the specimen and data collection project prepared you to…

Maintain a professional 
specimen collection 
notebook?

very well 
(4.0)

Explain the importance of 
herbaria in plant biology 
research?

very well
(3.9)

Collect plant specimens 
from the field using proper 
techniques and including 
adequate material for 
identification?

very well 
(4.4)

Deposit species 
observations and 
occurrence data into 
national/ international 
databases?

very well
(4.2)

Identify unknown plant 
specimens using multiple 
forms of reliable 
evidence?

very well 
(4.3)

Discuss the value of large 
datasets for investigating 
large spatial- or temporal-
scale phenomena?

well
(3.2)

Make and deposit 
research-quality 
herbarium specimens?

very well 
(4.2)

Evaluate the importance of 
citizen scientists' 
contributions to large data 
sets?

very well
(3.7)

OPPORTUNITY. Engage students in data use exercise

Data from Fall 2014 student survey.
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OPPORTUNITY. All right, so we noticed these outcomes, now let’s talk about opportunities. First, remember this slide? It looks like a pretty good report card to me, but one concept we’d like to expand is better preparing students to discuss the value of large datasets for investigating spatial or temporal scale phenomena. In other words, we want to get at the inquiry aspect of Vision and Change’s recommendations. We are working on an assignment to get at this.



OPPORTUNITY. Engage instructors at other institutions

Check out www.CollectionsEducation.org

Use our instructor resources…
Trial username: guest_instructor
Trial password: guest

Drop us a line: info@collectionseducation.org
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OUTCOME. On a similar note we’d like to improve our existing online infrastructure. This could mean anything from cleaning up the site design to expanding our curriculum concept to other collection types. I’d like to encourage anyone here to help us out on this one by visiting the website, checking out the instructor resources, and letting us know what you think. I also want to point out that anything on our CollectionsEducation.org is freely accessible for whatever you want to use it for. If you want to download the Word doc of one of our assignments and edit it to your own needs, please feel free. 



CONCLUSION. Small collections working together get things done
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CONCLUSION. Being managers of small collections allowed us to network as individuals, and mobilize quickly to achieve a common goal.
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